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Abstract—Classical Dependability Analysis techniques, such
as Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA) and Fault Tree
Analysis, have been used during the last decades to demonstrate
the reliability, availability, maintainability and safety of industrial
equipment. One of the main challenges that these techniques have
to overcome is the complexity of current systems, in which more
than one engineering domain is involved and many different sub-
systems interact. In order to facilitate the analysis of fault modes
and their effects, some researches have proposed to use models
as a tool to merge fault related information with structural and
behavioural information. This kind of approach, also known as
Model Based Analysis, pretends to develop extended models that
can be shared by design and safety engineers. This paper is
an example of Model Based Dependability Analysis and Fault
Injection applied to a railway traction application. A Hardware-
in-the-loop platform was built to inject faults in the model of the
traction system and analyse the behaviour of the Traction Control
Unit. As a case study, the effects of the faults in current sensors
have been analysed. Phase current sensor faults were simulated
and effects were identified using the platform. According to the
preliminary FMEA and the experience of the technical support
team, these faults are the most challenging ones in terms of
detection and maintenance. The results show that a preliminary
theoretical FMEA can be enhanced using the proposed model-
based methodology.

Keywords—Dependability, Faults, Hardware-in-the-loop,
Model-driven development, Railway Traction, Variable Speed
Drives.

I. INTRODUCTION

For some years now, Dependability Analysis has been a
key task in the design and manufacturing process of power
electronic devices. In industries such as automotive, railway
and aeronautics, the risks and the hazards that a system has to
manage must be taken into account throughout the whole life-
cycle. It is not enough to make a dependability analysis once
the product is designed and validated with the sole purpose of
getting a safety certificate. The assessment of the dependability
of a system has to be performed as early as the requirement
definition stage. Moreover, the increase in the interest for
concepts such as reliability and maintainability is linked to
the business model heavy machinery industries are developing.
They do not only manufacture equipment, they also maintain,
repair and refurbish it. Technical support is seen as a way to
increase incomes in addition to equipment sales with limited
warranties and subsequent parts supply [1]. As it was men-
tioned in [2], such a business model is making manufacturers
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explore new strategies in the field of maintenance. Their main
objective is to reduce life cycle costs and maximise profits. In
order to minimise life cycle costs, one research area has been
the development of monitoring and diagnostic systems for
maintenance tasks [1]–[3]. Another research area is related to
the development of new dependability analysis methodologies
[4], [5].

One of the problems that manufacturers have to face is
that the team responsible for the dependability analysis might
not know in detail the architecture or the behaviour of the
system. Techniques such as Failure Mode and Effects Analysis
(FMEA) and Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) are used during the
assessment, but they rely on informal models or on specifica-
tion and requirement documents. Moreover, the quality of the
analysis depends on the ability of the analyst to predict how
the system will fail, and it often is very subjective [6], [7].
In [8] another two limitations are mentioned: the difficulty to
represent the dynamic behaviour of the system and the lack of
resources to handle complex systems and interrelated failures.

In this context, there have been some efforts to merge these
two fields (product design and dependability) and develop new
dependability analysis techniques. One of these techniques
proposes to integrate analysis of faults and effects in the
models used to design, develop, simulate and validate systems.
The goal is to set a common framework for safety and
design teams. Model Based Dependability Analysis benefits
from the structural and dynamic description of the models
to obtain more accurate results. Following this strategy, this
paper presents a methodology for Failure Mode and Effects
Analysis based on a Hardware-in-the-Loop (HIL) platform and
fault injection. The goal of the study has been to analyse the
behaviour under fault of the control and protection strategy
executed in a railway Traction Control Unit (TCU). It will be
shown that following the steps of this methodology qualitative
and quantitative information can be obtained to improve the
current dependability analysis.

II. DEPENDABILITY ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

A. Classical techniques

Among these methods, there are inductive and deductive
techniques. On the one hand, deductive or top-down method-
ologies take an undesired event and deduce its causes using
information related to the system behaviour. One of these
techniques is the Fault Tree Analysis and it is a graphical
representation of all the sequential or parallel faults that can
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lead to an undesired event. The tree is generated for its
top event following the process presented in figure 1, and it
represents a unique fault mode, hence, one fault tree does not
model all the possible faults present in a system. Once the
main event is selected, first level contributors are identified
and their link to the main event is represented using logic
gates. In this way the tree states which combination of events
leads to the top event. Several iterations are performed until
basic events or events that can not be developed are found.
Figure 2 shows an example Fault Tree for a two leg braking
chopper of a railway traction system. In this case basic events
are open circuits in the components of the chopper leg or a
missing catenary voltage. There are also other events that are
not developed, since they are considered as external failures
that need to be studied further, such as the Traction Control
Unit (TCU) internal failure.

On the other hand, inductive or bottom-up techniques, take
a component, make a list of fault modes and try to identify
systematically the effects of each mode in the component, the
subsystem and the system. The best-known technique among
these is the Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA). The
result of this kind of analysis is a FMEA table (see table
I). This methodology is defined as a systematic process to

identify design and process faults before they happen with
the aim of minimising the risks [9]. Fault modes are listed
and classified depending on their probability of occurrence,
severity and probability of detection. These three variables are
used to calculate a Risk Priority Number (RPN) and to rank
corrective action needs [10].
B. Model-Based techniques

Classical methods propose systematic strategies to analyse
fault modes and their effects, but mainly depend on the quality
of the information available for safety engineers. However,
during the design stage only the normal behaviour of the
system is modelled and there is little information about what
could fail and which effects one should expect. Therefore, the
result of a classical safety analysis might be superficial and
might not help improve the design before it is tested.

Model-Based Analysis techniques have been proposed as a
possible solution to this problem. This group of techniques
uses models to characterise and simulate fault modes. They
extend fault-free models to include faulty components and
allow replicating the behaviour of the system under faulty
conditions. Fault Injection or Model Checking is one of these
methodologies [11]. The block diagram in Figure 3 describes
Fault Injection. The main goal is to gather in one model the
information from fault-free models and fault related data. On
the one hand, design and validation engineers provide the
methodology with formal models that describe accurately the
behaviour of the system. On the other hand, safety analysts
provide the fault injection approach with knowledge about
failures and failure modes. The result is an extended model
capable of replicating the faulty behaviour of the system, with
the advantage that it takes into account operation modes and
the dynamic behaviour. The extended model is simulated in
an analysis platform, also known as Model Checker, to get
new information about fault effects and check if the developed
system complies with safety requirements.

The advantage of this method is that it allows reusing
models used in the design and validation stages. Further-
more, the dynamic behaviour of the system can be analysed,
including changes in control modes and corrective actions.
Hence, thanks to fault injection, dependability analysis can
take into account the interaction between different subsystems.
Compared to classical techniques, Model Based Dependability
Analysis provides more accurate results from a qualitative and
quantitative point of view [6].

The work presented here is a practical example of Model
Based Dependability Analysis and fault injection, applied to
the field of railway traction and the generation of enhanced
FMEAs. In this case, a Hardware-in-the-Loop platform is
proposed as an analysis tool. The platform is composed by
a commercial TCU and an OPAL-RT real time simulator with
models implemented in Matlab/Simulink.

III. HIL PLATFORM DESCRIPTION

A. Hardware Description
Figure 4 shows the structure of the platform. It is divided

into two main parts: the plant and the control.



TABLE I
FMEA FOR CURRENTS SENSOR IN RAILWAY TRACTION CONVERTER UNIT

Component Mode of op-
eration

Fault mode Cause Local effect System effect Train effect

Phase current
sensor

Traction/Braking Measurement
bigger than
real value

Component
internal fault

False
measurement

Inappropriate
control.
Overcurrent

Disabled traction
unit

Phase current
sensor fase

Traction/Braking Measurement
smaller than
real value

Component
internal fault

False
measurement

Inappropriate
control.
Overcurrent

Disabled traction
unit

Figure 2 shows schematic of the approach. 
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Figure 2 – Overview of Failure Injection Approach 

Strengths and applicability: The failure injection approach provides automation of traditional analysis methods (such 
as minimal cut sets analysis and FMEA) by exploiting exhaustive verification capabilities of model checking (ref. 
16). 

The fact that the analysis is based on the very same models as used by designers creates a shared working 
environment for design and safety teams and, thus, facilitates a much tighter integration between the processes. 
Sharing the model also removes any issues of traceability between design and analysis artefacts. Furthermore, 
support for failure injection and the library of pre-defined failure mode types – provided by tools developed in the 
ESACS project (ref. 16, 17) – further facilitates the analysts’ task of setting-up the analysis and ensures that the 
analysis “philosophy” (e.g. types of failure modes) is shared across independent teams of analysts. 

The main strength of the approach, however, is an implicit “guarantee” of correctness of the analysis results with 
respect to the (extended) design model yielded by formal methods that the approach builds upon. Indeed, the 
approach takes design models as its input and (in theory) does not require analysts to generate abstracted or failure-
focussed models manually. Unlike Failure Logic Modelling approach described in the previous section, failure 
injection and model checking truly deliver automated safety analysis. 

However the approach obviously relies on the existence of formal, executable design models. It is therefore 
applicable only at the later stages of the design process (e.g. towards the end of PSSA or in SSA) when designs are 
relatively mature, sufficiently detailed and stable. 

Necessary work and limitations: Despite its strengths the failure injection approach suffers from some limitations. 
First, the current approach is only applicable to discrete time systems. While this is not a limitation for computer-
based controllers, it is for models of “traditional” sub-systems such as hydraulic or electrical systems. The models of 
such traditional systems are normally continuous and, thus, need to be manually transformed into discrete models so 
they can be analysed by the current tools. We believe that, in the long-run, hybrid model checking may provide the 
necessary basis for analysing continuous models directly. However since this technology is not yet mature enough to 
be applied to industrial-strength case studies, we believe that in the short- to medium- terms a clear methodology is 
necessary to assist engineers with transformation of continuous system models to exploit the available technology. 
Another potential (and, perhaps, complimentary) solution is to combine failure injection with simulation (rather than 
model checking) to provide some analysis capabilities of continuous models themselves. 

Second, as mentioned above, the approach can only be applied at relatively late stages of system design. By that 
time, the cost of changes is high and safety analysis “misses the opportunity” to influence and drive the design 
process in the most efficient fashion. We believe that this issue can only be solved by integration with the failure 
logic approach. This integration is subject of the next section of this paper. 
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Fig. 3. Fault Injection Approach ([11])

The traction converter unit is simulated in the OPAL-RT
real time simulator. Its main characteristic is that models
can be implemented in Matlab/Simulink, so there is no need
for advanced programming skills. This feature is particularly
useful when the model has to be modified constantly to
inject different faults. It has several digital and analogue
input/output cards to interact with external devices. In this
case the external device is the TCU. The control and protection
strategy is executed by the TCU and by the control computer.
The TCU is a modular commercial electronic control unit
developed by CAF Power&Automation for railway applica-
tions. The functionalities of the control software include the
loading/unloading of the bus, the control of the inverter and
the management of the protections and alarms. The control
computer is used to send commands to the TCU and monitor
its internal variables.

Moreover, there are several adaptation modules that convert
the output signals of each device. The TCU is a fully function-
ing commercial control unit, so it is only prepared to work in
a train. Therefore, adaptation modules are required to convert
the simulator output signals to the voltage and current levels
of the control unit and the other way around.

Finally, it is also considered the option to connect some real
components (like sensors or circuit breakers) to the platform.
This would facilitate the testing of worn out elements and
the analysis of the effects in the performance of the control
strategy.

B. Traction System Description and Modelling

For the study presented in this article, the reference system
to be modelled was a tram traction unit developed by CAF
Power&Automation. The main characteristics of the unit are
shown in table II. It is a DC traction unit composed by two
inverters that is capable of controlling four induction motors,
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Fig. 4. HIL platform structure
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Fig. 5. Electric traction unit schematics

two by each inverter. The topology can be seen in detail in
figure 5.

TABLE II
TRACTION UNIT CHARACTERISTICS

Maximum power 500 kW
Output max. current 370A

Catenary voltage 750 Vdc
Suppy voltage range 500 - 900 Vdc

Output voltage 565 Vrms (Vcat = 750 Vdc)
680 Vrms (Vcat = 900 Vdc)

A reduced model of the traction unit has been implemented.
Only one of the inverters has been included for the sake of
simplicity and computational cost. The input filter and the
braking chopper have been built using the SymPowerSystems
toolbox of Matlab/Simulink. The models of the inverter and
the traction machine are analytical simplified models. The
induction machine uses a two phase αβ model and a simplified
first order mechanical system as a load.

IV. HIL BASED FMEA ANALYSIS

With the aforementioned testing platform the process pre-
sented in figure 3 has been performed. The steps of the
methodology to generate an advanced FMEA are described
in the following lines.



Fig. 6. Sensor fault injection block

A. Formal system modelling and simulation

The first step involves modelling and simulating the formal
model. In this respect, this model-based strategy has the
advantage that it shares the models already developed in the
design stage. With a few changes, the real time simulator is
able to replicate the behaviour of the traction converter unit.
The TCU runs the control software and sends the commands
for the circuit breakers and the IGBTs. As it was mentioned
before it is a commercial equipment, so it runs the same code
as in the real application.

B. Preliminary FMEA

To prioritize fault modes, a preliminary FMEA should be
generated using descriptive documentation of the system and
the knowledge of the technical support teams. In this case,
since the TCU has been used in several projects during
the last years, the FMEA has been enhanced including new
information about fault modes and effects detected in real-life
scenarios. Thus, it is considered as a good starting point for
the real-time simulations in the HIL platform. If the equipment
being tested is a prototype in its design and validation stage,
there will be limited information about fault modes and effects.
Therefore, the HIL based FMEA analysis will start from a
theoretical FMEA.

This preliminary analysis will help prioritize fault modes
with the most severe effects. To this end, it is important to
specify the active operation modes when the faults occur.
For instance, the FMEA should state the following operation
conditions:

• Traction unit in traction or breaking
• Flux and torque references
• Control mode
• Control strategy configuration

C. Extended Models

Once the fault-free model has been validated and the fault
modes are selected, the model has to be extended to include
the fault injection subsystems. Figure 6 shows the structure
used to simulate sensor faults. In particular, this subsystem
introduces among others gain, offset, noise and disconnection
disturbances in the measured currents and voltages.

D. Fault injection and real time simulation

The next step in the generation of an advanced FMEA is the
real time simulation of the system. The conditions specified
in the preliminary FMEA should be replicated. Data about the
behaviour of the system under faulty conditions is obtained

from the simulations. In this case, as the TCU has some
protection and fault management functionalities, its response
capacity can be assessed.

E. Enhanced FMEA generation and TCU Validation

From the data obtained in the fault injection and real time
simulation step, the FMEA can be modified to include the
effects identified in the platform. Its use makes easier to
quantify the effects of each fault mode in terms of torque
and speed changes or harmonic components. Additionally, it
should be taken into account that the control works in closed
loop, so it always tries to compensate any disturbance in the
system. This fact makes difficult to characterise the effects of
a fault with only theoretical knowledge about the system. Real
time simulations help performing this task.

The last step is the validation of the system with regard to
the dependability requirements.

V. A CASE STUDY: SENSOR FAULT SIMULATIONS

In the following section a case study conducted to test
the applicability of the methodology will be presented. Phase
current sensor faults were simulated and effects were identified
using the platform. According to the preliminary FMEA and
the experience of the technical support team, these faults
are the most challenging ones in terms of detection and
maintenance. Current sensors are used to estimate flux and
torque, so under faulty conditions the control strategy is misled
and it sets the wrong operation point. Moreover, current sensor
gain and offset faults appear in fault logs as overcurrents,
since the control loop performance rapidly gets worse and the
traction unit is forced to shut-down (see FMEA in table I).

A. Offset faults

An offset fault mode in the phase current measurements
generates a sinusoidal oscillation in the electromagnetic torque
of the motor. The frequency of the oscillation is equal to
the frequency of the stator current. This phenomenon can be
demonstrated performing the Park transformation to the stator
three phase currents [12]. The oscillation is also found in
the catenary current and the bus voltage. To see the effect
of the fault with the closed loop control strategy, an offset
of 100A was injected using the real time model at 600 rpm
(20 Hz) and 660 Nm. Figure 7 shows the current in the
model and the current measured by the control unit. When
the fault is injected at t = 118.65 s, the measured current
tends to increase suddenly. The control strategy compensates
this changing the commands for the inverter to stabilise the
system. This happens because it estimates that the torque of
the machine is deviating from the reference value. Thus, as it
can be seen in figure 7, the measured current maintains the
amplitude it had before the fault. However, the real current is
modified.

Figure 8 presents the reference, estimated and real torque.
The control strategy commands the inverter to make the torque
and flux estimates follow their references. It can be seen
that after the fault is applied a new oscillating component
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appears in the torque. With a more detailed analysis, it can
be concluded that its frequency is the same as the supply
frequency of the machine. The average value of the torque
is maintained in the reference point.

In conclusion, it can be said that the traction unit continues
working even if there is an offset in the currents. The pro-
tection system does not activate any alarm, so the operation
is still considered safe. Nevertheless, the normal operation
of the unit is not guaranteed for large offset values, since
torque oscillations could affect the overall performance and
comfort of the train, to the point where the driver has to disable
manually the traction unit.

B. Gain faults

As in offset faults, sensor gain faults generate oscillations in
the torque of the traction machine. In this case, the frequency
of this new component is equal to twice the supply frequency
[12]. In addition, the torque is controlled above or below its
reference value.

When the gain is less than one, the control strategy estimates
less torque and tends to control the inverter to supply more
current. In that way it compensates the virtual loss of elec-
tromagnetic torque that sees due to the fault. Figure 9 shows
measured and model currents at 600 rpm and 300 Nm for a
sensor gain of 0.7 (the sensor measures 30 % less current).
In the upper graph the amplitude difference between phase u
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Fig. 9. Model current and measured current with 30% less measured current
(fault in t = 112.98s)
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Fig. 10. Electromagnetic torque with 30% less measured current (fault in t
= 112.98s)

and phase v current measurements can be seen. In the lower
graph it is shown that the measured current decreases at t
= 112.98s. The control loop immediately compensates the
change increasing the current to maintain the flux and torque
estimations. Hence, the measured current in phase u has the
amplitude it had before the fault.

Another effect of the fault is that the real torque is controlled
above its reference. When the fault is applied, the estimated
torque deviates from the command, so the control strategy asks
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Fig. 11. Model current and measured current with 50% more measured current
(fault in t = 130.85s)
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for more stator current. The estimated torque goes back to the
previous value but the real torque increases (see figure 10).

When the gain is more than one, the effect is the opposite
one. As it is shown in figure 11, at time instant 130.85s, the
measured current’s amplitude increases. To compensate the
change in the flux and torque estimations, the current in the
stator is decreased by the inverter. Therefore, the real torque
is controlled below its reference value (see figure 12). A gain
error has a double effect in the control of the traction system.
On the one hand, it generates an oscillation in the torque
with apparently no consequences in the performance of the
simulated traction unit. As it has been said before, depending
on the magnitude of the fault, it could provoke overcurrents
or comfort issues, especially if it is an abrupt fault.

On the other hand, the electromagnetic torque is not cor-
rectly controlled. This could affect the overall operation of a
traction unit, since nowadays this kind of traction units are part
of a distributed traction system with more than one converter
unit. If one of those units is generating more or less torque
than the command, the rest would need to be reconfigured to
maintain the reference speed.

C. Information for enhanced FMEA

From the simulation results presented in previous sections,
information for an enhanced FMEA can be obtained. From
the qualitative point of view, the FMEA presented in table I
only stated that overcurrents would occur and that the control
would be inadequate in case of a current sensor measuring
more or less than the real value. Considering the results from
the HIL platform, the inappropriate control can be defined as
the torque being controlled below or above the reference value.
Moreover, an oscillation and its frequency were identified.
From the quantitative point of view, a gain error value can
be linked with a torque deviation. For example, in the case
shown in figure 12, it can be seen that the real torque is 100
Nm below the reference value.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this article a methodology to generate advanced FMEA
analysis has been presented. The main objective of the strategy

is to reuse the models developed during design and validation
stages to improve previous dependability analysis results. The
main advantage of this approach is that the HIL platform
allows testing the performance and behaviour of the system
under faults. More detailed qualitative and quantitative in-
formation about fault modes can be obtained in this way.
It is worth mentioning that using a HIL platform, with the
same TCU (HW&SW) than in the real application, exactly
the real dynamic behaviour of the control and the protection
system can be tested. In addition, the methodology has been
used to assess the effects and enhance the dependability
analysis related to phase current sensor faults in a railway
traction application. It has been shown how a systematic
process including real time simulations can improve theoretical
studies. Moreover, fault indicators that will help in the design
of new diagnosis and maintenance strategies were identified.
The platform has demonstrated itself to be a powerful tool and
it should be used in the validation process of TCUs, not only
to test control strategies (as it is common nowadays), but also
to analyse systematically the behaviour of the control system
under faulty conditions.
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